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About This Game
Set sail for choice-driven adventure with the girls...
... in pursuit of legendary beasts who dwell beyond the waves...
... in Battleship Bishojo!
Captain Katsu leads the crew of the battleship Bishojo, a bounty-hunting ship in search of mythical creatures who inhabit the
world's seas. Guided by a mysterious compass artifact known as the Mahoko, Katsu aims to turn a profit by capturing these
legendary animals and selling them on for a staggering sum!
But when the Bishojo rescues your character - Daiki, a sailor in the US Navy - the crew's fates begin to change...
You'll join Katsu and her crew on a grand adventure over the seas, as the Bishojo steams towards legendary bounties who seem
to take the form of beautiful girls! Along the way, you'll make plenty of choices both major and minor, leading to unlockable
scenes, romance routes and even new locations to discover!
But it won't all be plain sailing - the pirate captain Zoe and her bumbling first mate have caught wind of the prizes that await,
and those mythical beast-girls won't come quietly either!
Does the battleship Bishojo really exist in our world?
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Can Daiki make it back home safely?
And what dangers, prizes and surprises will you discover over the ocean?
-- -- -Battleship Bishojo is a content-rich, choice-driven visual novel, featuring lots of choices to make, unlockable routes to take
and even secret romance scenes to find!
Join the girls on a non-stop naval adventure to unravel the secrets of both the legendary creatures and the truth about the world
inhabited by the battleship Bishojo!
You can expect swashbuckling action, twists, ecchi humour and - of course - plenty of fanservice!
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Title: Battleship Bishojo
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
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Silver Cow Studio
Publisher:
Silver Cow Studio
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2017
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I have great memories of this game, it may not be as good as Caesar 3, but I certainly enjoyed it. Back in the day it had pretty
active community, so there were plenty of custom scenarios, which still can be found on the site. If you're into economic RTS
strategies with city management and minor battle aspect with historical background, then it's worth buying, probably wait for
sale, or it may appear on humble bundle again someday.
http://caesar4.heavengames.com/. Great game! Can't wait for the DLC.. I decieded to ignore the negative feedback and give this
game ago, un fortunatly, though looked good, was un playable,
whether it`s a software issue or (having run into probs with windows10) a windows issue i have no idea, all that can be said is the
game runs irratic, cannot select objects etc on one load up, next time it will freeze etc hence why it was being sold real cheap,
maybe. all in all please just avoid, plenty of other war games out there that do work..... really boring, at least in my opinion. But
easy hundo at least. This game is hard only because of the controls. clicking just to get out of aim down sight is a horrible game
mechanic.. Good game. Does anyone still play? I need the friend achievement
. This game does not support Coop.
Steam is misleading clients with it's game description
There are NO servers to connect to, which means you CANNOT play COOP
You can however play LAN COOP, but that is NOt what is says.
Steam has it listed as SINGLE PLAYER AND COOP
The game should READ.......
SINGLE PLAYER and LAN COOP
I purchased this game for friends, only to find out we cannot play it at all.
I will be contacting Steam for a full refund
. I'm very satisfied with this software, it have many "things" and options to do so. for 20 Dollars It gives you plenty of options to
make your game great and with all of this I'ts still not that hard..Also, now in fall it costs only 4 dollars, so it worth it even more.
Also i want to mention that I don't saw any real bugs at all. Highly recommend. 10/10
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Trailblazers is not perfect, and the point system is a bit odd for multiplayer - but where this game is good, it is very good. I'm a
sucker for AG racing, and this one is especially a unique find.
Again, the point system for multiplayer is a bit odd and hard to figure out at first, but honestly I have so much fun during the
race with my friends that it doesn't even matter.
Also, if you are having trouble getting your progress to save - launch the game as administrator every time. That fixed it for me
anyway.. interesting. I would have given it a thumbs up - inexpensive, generally good acting and pace, social commentary. It's
like a short film.
The thing that really annoyed me was that it has online DRM - the game won't run unless you allow it through a firewall, even
after it is installed and activated. I had to allow the processes. I don't mind games looking for data, but they should work without
it too. If the publisher ever shut their servers, this game will stop working. It goes against the ethos of the story somewhat.
I have to say, the player input is just choosing which of the screens to make a bit bigger than the others. There's no obvious way
in which I could see it changing or affecting anything. Don't come in here expecting big choices or you'll be disappointed. As a
short film at a low price, it is fine.. Such a nice addition again to the close combat series. Now i have only played briefly, but
what i see and hear so far is very nice again.
I bought this latest CC game on a discount. I have played all the games in the CC series and although i love it, i am not prepared
to pay full price anymore.
The sounds and graphics are good i feel. When i hear the guns and explosions, it's good from the start.
New addition is the option to light the battlefield with flares on a dark map. It can get quite hair raising when an enemy flare
lights up your sneaky action.
Even the flares make a nice sound when they start to burn, adding to the battle atmosphere.
For the remaining part its quite a typical CC game to me, great combat with ever changing situations you have to deal with.
No you can't change the outcome of the war, but you can at least put up a good show.
. time to start breeding 4 leaf clovers cause thats all you need to win. What an amazing game this still is! Runs great on Windows
7 in Windows Vista compatibility mode. Just finished the campagin for the second time. It's easy to learn and hard to master,
just the way I like it. Love that you can pause the game in the single player campaign, really helps to get a more strategic view
and plan accordingly. They kept the RPG elements quite light in this game, this really helps when trying to pick your members
for your team. I'm now ready to try some of the amazing mods that have been created for this game.. Man, this is slick!
I looks great, plays great, moves great and the gameplay is a whole lot of fun. It eally looks and feels like a major studio has
been involved in this.
Movement is similar to Lone Echo - only faster. In the same way as that game, movement is intuitive and sorta tricky ( but in a
fun way).
I used to play Tribes and UT a hell of a lot back in the day - this is basically Tribes in VR!
Not many people around for multi-play, as I got it when it had just beeen released (so this is to be expected) - and I have not
played for long myself - but long enough to know that this is something special. Frankly, if this does not gain traction as a MP
game, we have to scratch our heads and wonder about the future of VR, and whether MP is viable at all in VR. I say this, as it
does not come better than what we have here. For this reason I am pretty confident that there will be a strong player base over
the long term.
Now an admission - Although I used to play a lot of MP FPS back in the day, I rarely do so now, not only because of all the
yapping toxic kids you have to put up with these days, but more importantly, as you get older, you have to face some facts of
life - my reaction speed is not what it was - I will simply get destroyed and let down any team unfortunate to have me on board not my idea of fun. Secretly, I think a lot of people feel like I do - as the adoption of VR is by an older demographic.
Take heart! I played a few matches just against bots - it was *incredible* fun - so much so, that I whipped of my headset after
just a few rounds, just to give a shout out for this. The bots are well implimented and act intelligently (well, far more
intelligently than I do!). I got my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to me every few seconds - but I was only letting
myself down, and I can live with that.
What I am saying here, is that if you do not like MP games, this is the MP game for you! Even with bots it is stupid fun.
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I hope this takes off for the devs, they have a solid and polished game here already, but whatever happens, I know I will be
playing this for sometime. Oh yeah, you can even craft your own levels, right out of the box.
Anyone want to get a 'hopless old man league' going?. battlezone gold edition...does not make my top 10 list, although it is quite
fun. Graphics are a bit retro, but let's be honest...in battlezone it has never been about the graphics being drop dead
gorgeous...the gameplay is what you would expect and if you love being in a tank and strategically taking out enemies, ground
and air, than this game is for you....the cockpit and the feel as you are in it is one of the coolest feeling I've felt in a game like
this in a long time...is it worth 35 bones, afraid not but if you see it on sale pick it up...you won't regret it!. The game has okay
mechanics, but the story mode was not very interesting. It might have been better if I had played more, but I couldn't risk it
being bad and not getting a refund.. Be sure you have no more than 2 gigs of system memory AND 1.5 gigs of video memory or
less. My 5870 Eyefinity proved to be too much for the game and it would not run.
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